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a b s t r a c t

We investigated how engineered gradients of exogenous growth factors, immobilized to an extracellular
matrix material, influence collective guidance of stem cell populations over extended time (>1 day) and
length (>1 mm) scales in vitro. Patterns of low-to-high, high-to-low, and uniform concentrations of
heparin-binding epidermal growth factor-like growth factor were inkjet printed at precise locations on
fibrin substrates. Proliferation and migration responses of mesenchymal stem cells seeded at pattern
origins were observed with time-lapse video microscopy and analyzed using both manual and auto-
mated computer vision-based cell tracking techniques. Based on results of established chemotaxis
studies, we expected that the low-to-high gradient would most effectively direct cell guidance away from
the cell source. All printed patterns, however, were found to direct net collective cell guidance with
comparable responses. Our analysis revealed that collective “cell diffusion” down a cell-to-cell
confinement gradient originating at the cell starting lines and not the net sum of directed individual cell
migration up a growth factor concentration gradient is the principal driving force for directing mesen-
chymal stem cell population outgrowth from a cell source. These results suggest that simple uniform
distributions of growth factors immobilized to an extracellular matrix material may be as effective in
directing cell migration into a wound site as more complex patterns with concentration gradients.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Growth factor directed cell migration is typically thought of as
solitary cells responding to soluble chemotactic cues. However, in
multicellular organisms, many cell types, especially those associated
with tissue formation and repair, do not migrate as discrete cells but
migrate as cell populations over physiologically relevant time and
length scales. It is therefore likely that directed cell population
migration represents a dynamic interaction between individual cell
migrational responses to chemical cues and collective guidance cues
from surrounding cell neighbors. Collective guidance has most
commonly been reported for cell populations exhibiting significant
cell-to-cell adhesiveness whereby cell populations tend tomigrate as
continuouscell sheetsasexemplifiedbyepithelialcellpopulations [1],
however, similar collective cellmigration can alsobeobserved for less
cohesive cell types [2], includingfibroblasts [3]. Investigating directed
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cell population migration is important not only for gaining a better
understanding of tissue development and tissue repair, but also for
tissue engineering applications such as those targetingmaximization
of stemcell ingrowth fromawound site source into tissue engineered
constructs, with length scales ranging from sub-millimeter to centi-
meters, over time scales ranging from days to weeks.

In general, migrational forces that guide collective cell pop-
ulations away from a cell source arise from neighboring cell-to-cell
interdependences, including cohesiveness, paracrine communica-
tion, and confinement pressure. Confinement of cells in close
proximity to neighboring cells or other confining boundaries results
in “pressure”mediated signaling events that confine or reduce both
cell motility and proliferation [1e9]. When confinement is released,
confinement gradients form emanating away from the original cell
source. Cells are then capable of expanding down the confinement
gradient toward areas of less confinement; this phenomenon can
also be thought of as cell diffusion [8,10,11]. This outward expansion
ismaintained by cell proliferation occurringwithin areas of reduced
cell neighbor contact inhibition due to the “empty” spaces left by the
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outward migrating cells, thus replenishing the cell source and in
turn acting to maintain the confinement gradient. However, the
relative contributions of chemotactic or haptotactic gradients of
growth factors to direct individual cell migration within such cell
populations or to spatially control cell proliferation within the
migrating cell population remains to be elucidated.

The typical view of growth factor concentration gradients is that
they exist in the liquid-phase. Consequently, the majority of the
studies investigating the role of concentration gradients on cell
behavior in vitro have focused on experimenting with diffusion
gradients and chemotaxis [12]. These experiments are typically
performed over a period of several hours and cell migration occurs
over distances between 6 mm and 150 mm [13,14]. More recent
investigations in developmental biology have demonstrated that, in
addition to liquid-phase diffusion gradients [15e17], immobilized
growth factor concentration gradients also occur in nature [18,19].
Immobilized growth factors are sequestered to the extracellular
matrix (ECM) or directly to the cell surface via specific binding
moieties or through intermediary molecules [20]. The limited time
and length scales used in typical chemotaxis experiments, as well
as methods of delivery of the growth factors, do not begin to
adequately represent what might occur in vivo. Therefore, addi-
tional in vitro models are needed in which the experimental vari-
ables are more reflective of the in vivo environment.

We previously developed and reported on an inkjet-based bio-
printing methodology for creating immobilized concentration-
modulated growth factor patterns for in vitro experimentation
[21e25], which are also directly translatable to in vivo applications
using physiologically relevant doses of growth factor [26]. Our
methoduses native growth factorsprinted onnative ECMs to achieve
growth factor immobilization via native binding affinities, thus not
requiring chemical modifications to the growth factor or substrates.

In our prior studies we focused on seeding cells over entire
patterns and studying cell behavioral responses to patterns with
uniform concentrations or concentration gradients of fibroblast
growth factor-2 (FGF-2) [21,23] and uniform concentrations of bone
morphogenetic protein-2 [25]. Thepurposeof thework reportedhere
was to utilize this patterning methodology to systematically investi-
gate if immobilized concentration gradients of heparin-binding
epidermal growth factor-like growth factor (HB-EGF) printed on
fibrin ECM substrates direct stem cell population migration, where
a starting line, or the initial cell population front, wasfirst established
at thepatternorigins to simultaneously initiate cell diffusion. Patterns
of low-to-high, high-to-low, and uniform concentrations of HB-EGF
were printed adjacent to one another on the same ECM substrate to
reduce inter-experimental variability in comparison to using indi-
vidual experiments for each separate pattern. The experiments were
performed over extended time (>1 day) and length (>1 mm) scales.
HB-EGFwas selected as themodel growth factor because of its role in
directing the proliferation and migration of mesenchymal stem cells
[27], its importance during wound healing [28], and its compatibility
with our bioprinting methodology [21,23]. Fibrinwas selected as our
printing substrate based on its role as a primarywound healing ECM,
its binding capacity for numerous growth factors, and its compati-
bility with our printing system [22]. Cell behavior in register to
patterns was observed with time-lapse video microscopy. After
acquiring the time-lapse movies, the data were analyzed for cell
motion and proliferation using a combination of manual and auto-
mated image processing analysis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Fibrin substrates

Corning 0211 #1.5 sheet glass (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) was scribe cut into
18 mm squares with tolerances of þ0.0/�0.1 mm along each side (glass cutting
performed by Precision Glass & Optics in Santa Ana, CA). The coverslips were then
coated with fibrin using a previously described method [21].

2.2. Growth factor patterning

Patterns were printed with our custom inkjet-based bioprinting system [21]
using a 20 mm diameter orifice drop-on-demand piezoelectric inkjet printhead
(MicroFab Technologies, Inc. Plano, TX). The bioink used for all cell experiments
consisted of 100 mg/ml HB-EGF (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) diluted in 10 mM

sodium phosphate, pH 7.4. The surface concentration of growth factor was modu-
lated using an overprinting strategy described previously [21,23]. The coverslips
were then rinsed three times with PBS to remove unbound growth factor and stored
in serum-free Base DMEM with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (PS) (Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, CA) in a standard cell culture incubator (37 �C, 5% CO2).

To verify that the patterns were retained on the fibrin substrates when placed in
culture, experiments were also performed using an ink consisting of 300 mg/ml
HB-EGF labeled with cyanine5 dye described previously [21,23]. After printing, the
Cy5-HB-EGF patterns were rinsed 3 times with PBS, stored in PBS for 3 days, and
imaged using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 epifluorescence microscope with a Fluor 2.5�, 0.12
NA objective, AxioCamMRm CCD camera, and AxioVision acquisition software v. 4.3
(all microscope components from Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY).

The printed pattern used for these experiments is depicted in Fig. 1. Accurate
placement of the patterns on the coverslips is critical to be able to form precise and
reproducible cell starting lines which were established using a custom cell culture
fixture described below. Therefore, computer vision-based targeting calibration of
the jetting process was used so that the lower left corner of the first pattern was
printed at a precise distance from the lower left corner of the printing substrate [29].
Groups of three patterns were printed on the fibrin-coated coverslips (from left to
right): a uniform concentration pattern (13 overprints), a low-to-high concentration
gradient (1e25 overprints), and a high-to-low gradient (25e1 overprints). A neigh-
boring unprinted region left of the uniform pattern served as the unprinted control.
The dimensions of the patterns and the drop spacing used for printing are shown in
Fig. 1A. The spot size of the dried drops on the fibrin surface was between 50 and
60 mm in diameter. An area to the left of the uniform concentration pattern, where
there was no growth factor printing, served as the control.

After printing, reference marks were manually etched around each pattern and
also in the upper left corner of the substrate using a diamond scribe, and then images
of the dried patterns with the reference marks were obtained. The reference marks
wereused to register thepatternswith the cell culture imagesequences byoverlaying
the dried pattern image on top of the cell culture image and then aligning the scribed
reference marks in both images by translating and rotating the pattern image.

2.3. Surface concentration and persistence of HB-EGF

To quantify the binding and desorption of growth factor from the fibrin surface,
experiments were also performed with HB-EGF iodinated (125I-HB-EGF) using
a chloramine T method [30]. The concentrations of the 125I-HB-EGF were selected so
that the surface concentrations prepared using the blotting would be comparable to
what was printed. A serial dilution of unlabeled growth factor was prepared and the
same amount of 125I-HB-EGF was added to each unlabeled growth factor dilution.
Fibrin-coated slides were patterned by placing 1 ml of the prepared bio-ink on the
substrate and allowing it to dry. After determining the quantity of 125I-HB-EGF
applied to each slide using a Cobra II auto-gamma counter (PerkineElmer,Wellesley,
MA), the slides were rinsed three times in PBS and the amount of retained 125I-HB-
EGF was determined again. The slides were then placed in serum-free MEM-alpha
medium with 25 mM HEPES, 0.02% sodium azide, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
(PS) (all media components from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and stored at 37 �C for
24 h. The radioactive counts were determined again and the serum-free medium
was replaced with medium containing 0.2% calf serum, which was the serum
concentration used in all of the cell culture experiments. Radioactive counts were
acquired and the medium was replaced every 24 h. All retention and surface
concentration calculations assumed that the unlabeled HB-EGF was retained on the
fibrin surface in the same manner as the 125I-HB-EGF and all acquired data was
corrected to account for radioactive decay.

2.4. Cell culture and experimental setup

After rinsing and incubating the patterns for approximately 48 h in serum-free
media, the patterns were seeded with C3H10T1/2 mouse mesenchymal stem cells
(clone 8) obtained from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) and
cultured in Base DMEM with 10% calf serum (CS) and 1% PS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA). For themigration experiments, the cells were cultured inmedia containing 0.2%
CS, 1% PS, and 1 mg/ml aprotinin. The cell starting lines were created using a custom
stainless-steel fixture which located and held the patterned coverslip in place while
an additional coverslip, perpendicular to the patterned coverslip, separated the
patterned slide into two chambers; one side to retain the cells at the origin of the
patterns while the cells attached and the other side for media without cells. The cell
origin purposely overlapped the first part of the printed patterns so that seeded cells
had initial pattern contact (Fig. 1B). Cells were applied as 0.5 ml of a 25,000 cells/ml
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suspension in serum-free media on the starting line side of the chamber. The cell
suspensionwas pipetted up and down several times and the fixture carefully shaken
from side-to-side to create as uniform a cell seeding as possible. After allowing the
cells to settle for approximately 5 min, the fixtures were put into a glass container
and placed in a standard cell culture incubator (37 �C, 5% CO2) for 1.5 h to allow the
cells to attach. After the cells had attached to the coverslip, the fixture was dis-
assembled and the patterned coverslip was removed, rinsed with serum-free Base
DMEM, and secured to the bottom of a 35 mm Petri dish with sterile silicone grease.
The dish was filled with 4 ml of media containing 0.2% CS, 1% PS, and 1 mg/ml
aprotinin and imaged using time-lapse microscopy.

2.5. Time-lapse imaging and cell response quantification

Images of the cell responses to the patterns were obtained using a time-lapse
imaging systemwhich consists of a custommicroscope stage incubator [23]modified
to hold 4 separate 35mm Petri dishes. The incubator was mounted on a Zeiss 135 TV
Axiovert microscope equipped with a Retiga EXi Fast 1394 12-bit CCD camera
(Qimaging Corp., Surrey, BC, Canada) and a 5�, 0.15 NA phase I objective with phase
optics (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY). A 0.63 � adapter (Diagnostic Instruments,
Inc., Sterling Heights, MI) was used tomount the camera on themicroscope and QED
In Vitro software (version 3.2.0, Media Cybernetics Inc., Bethesda, MD) was used to
Fig. 1. (A) Printing layout on fibrin-coated glass coverslip for cell front experiments. The star
details). Figure not drawn to scale. Printed splats for uniform printed patterns contained 13
from 25 to 1 overprints. Light gray splats represent 1 overprint while black splats represe
gradient. Patterns were printed on an 18 � 18 mm coverslip. (B) Image of the cell starting lin
pattern was exposed when the divider was positioned. The location of the printed pattern w
reference marks scratched in the glass as reference points. (C) For the bin analysis, after alig
area. The cell count in each bin was determined every 24 h for the duration of the time-la
acquire the images. The locations of the patterns and control fields were logged, and
images were acquired every 5 min for up to 5 days.

After acquiring the time-lapse movies of the cell responses to the patterns, the
position and rotation of the growth factor pattern in the field-of-view was deter-
mined using the reference marks, and the image stacks were then processed and
analyzed over time using both manual and automated methods. For each field,
image stacks of the cell response every 24 h were created using ImageJ software
(v. 1.32j, National Institutes of Health) [31]. The location of the pattern in the image
was determined using the etched reference mark (Fig. 1B), and the pattern area
was divided into four bins of equal automated analysis. Manual analysis was per-
formed to cell determine the number on the patterns area (Fig. 1C). The cells in
each bin were then counted manually using ImageJ. The mitotic events in each of
the bins throughout the course of the time-lapse video were also detected
manually using a similar protocol. Automated cell tracking on the patterns was
performed using our computer vision-based cell tracking system [32e34]. After
tracking all of the cells in each of the image fields, the average velocity vector for all
of the cells on the pattern throughout the course of the time-lapse video was
determined.

For statistical comparisons, cell number and mitosis event data were subjected
to ANOVA and post-hoc protected Fisher’s least significant difference test (Systat
Statistical Software, Systat, San Jose, CA). Statistical significance was generally set
ting point for printing was determined using computer vision registration (see text for
overprints. Low-to-high patterns ranged from 1 to 25 overprints. High-to-low ranged
nt 25 overprints, with gray to black transition reflecting the direction of the printed
e in contact with the pattern. The patterns were printed so that a small portion of the
as determined in the cell image by overlaying the dried pattern image and using the

ning the pattern image and the cell image, the pattern was divided into 4 bins of equal
pse experiment.
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p � 0.05. All data used for analysis represented a minimum of 4 separate time-lapse
experiments. For each experiment, printed patterns and the non-printed control,
occurred as neighbors on the same substrate to reduce experimental error and to
maximize imaging efficiency.

3. Results

3.1. HB-EGF patterning and retention

To verify the accuracy of the printing and to validate that the
printed patterns maintained their shape when placed in culture,
fluorescently-labeled HB-EGF patterns were printed. Examples of
a printed uniform and gradient pattern are shown in Fig. 2A and B,
where the images were acquired after 3 rinses in PBS followed by
incubation in PBS for 3 days. The shapes of the patterns were
maintained as indicated by the plots in Fig. 2C and D, which show
Fig. 2. Validation of pattern accuracyand cell front responses toprintedpatterns. Patterns of C
the patterns. (A) Uniform pattern. (B) Concentration gradient pattern. The average pixel valu
fluorescence images. (C) Plot of uniform pattern. (D) Plot of concentration gradient. Each dat
patterns. The scale bar inA represents 250 mmand applies to B aswell. (E) C3H10T1/2 cellswer
4 days in culture for control with no printed pattern, uniform pattern (13 overprints), high-t
the average pixel value of the dried drops in each column along the
length of the patterns.

The results of the radiolabeling experiments further demon-
strate the persistence of the HB-EGF on the fibrin substrates (Fig. 3).
Approximately, 1% of the initial applied HB-EGFwas retained on the
fibrin following rinse steps prior to adding cells, however, this
remaining HB-EGF was sufficient to direct both cell migration and
proliferation. HB-EGF patterns persisted throughout the cell
experimental period representing an average of w3% HB-EGF
desorption per day for a total of 12% desorption.
3.2. C3H10T1/2 response to printed patterns

Representative imagesof the cell response to theprintedpatterns,
as well as to the control field with no pattern after 4 days in culture,
y5-HB-EGFwere printedonfibrin-coated substrates and imagedafter extensive rinsingof
e of the drops in each column along the length of the patterns was determined from the
a point represents mean � SEM of the 20 drops in each column along the length of the
e seeded at the origin of the patterns and imagedover time. The images shown in are after
o-low gradient (25e1 overprints) and low-to-high gradient (1e25 overprints).



Fig. 3. Adsorption residence profile of HB-EGF on fibrin substrates. Four different
surface concentrations of HB-GF were initially applied to each substrate.
153,000 þ 5160 pg/mm2 (C); 20,000 þ 612 pg/mm2 (-); 2890 þ 82 pg/mm2 (:);
491 þ13 pg/mm2 (not shown). Time zero represents the HB-EGF surface concentration
after 3 PBS rinses. Time 24 h represents surface concentration after an additional 24 h
PBS rinse period (This is the time point in which cells would be added to printed
patterns and represent time zero of a cell experiment).
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are shown in Fig. 2E. The initial cell number at the starting linewithin
bin 1, onpatternedfields,was 12� 2 cells. In the controlfield, the cell
front movement is minimal and the resulting cell density in the field
is low. In contrast, the cell fronts on the uniform, high-to-low, and
low-to-high patterns moved out significantly. At first glance each of
the pattern responses appeared to be very similar. Therefore,metrics
were derived to determine if there was a difference in the cellular
response to the different spatial distributions of growth factor.
3.3. Manual analysis of cell population movement in response to
printed patterns

Bin analysis was used to quantify the cell number on the
patterns over time (Fig. 1C). Bin 1 was designated as the bin closest
to the cell starting line and bin 4 was at the opposite end of the
pattern. The experiments that were used for analysis were required
to have 10 � 6 cells in bin 1 at the start of the experiment. The
results of the bin analysis for the C3H10T1/2 cells on the HB-EGF
patterns and control field at 0, 48 and 96 h after the start of the
experiment are shown in Fig. 4. Each plot represents a different
time point and the different pattern types are grouped together by
bin number. There was no difference in cell numbers in bin 1 (i.e.,
the bin at the “starting line”) at initiation of migration experiments
(0 h) for all printed patterns and the non-printed control, as shown
in Fig. 4A (Fisher’s F test, p ¼ 0.675). An occasional cell was
observed in bins 2 and 4 at the start of the experiment but this had
no adverse effect on the experimental results.

The cell numbers in the HB-EGF printed pattern bins began to
increase relative to cell numbers in unprinted control bins post-
initiation of the experiment, with the level of significance dependent
uponpattern and timepoint. The cell distributions, particularly inbin
1 and to a lesser part in bin 2, reflected the surface concentration of
HB-EGFoneach of the respective patterns at both 48 and 96h as seen
in Fig. 4B and C, respectively.

At 48 h and in comparison to cells on the unprinted control
region, in bin 1 (Fig. 4B) there were significantly more cells on the
high-to-low gradient (p ¼ 0.02), a trend for more cells on the
uniform pattern (p ¼ 0.062), and no difference on the low-to-high
gradient (p¼ 0.365). However, therewere no statistically significant
differences between cell numbers on printed patterns. At the same
time point in bin 2, there were significantly more cells on the high-
to-lowgradient (p¼ 0.009) than on the control, and cell numbers on
the uniform (p ¼ 0.101) and low-to-high (p ¼ 0.075) patterns
became greater than on control. Again, there were no statistically
significant differences between cell numbers on printed patterns.
The responses for cells on patterns in bin 3 were similar to cell
responses on patterns in bin 1. More cells were present in bin 3 for
high-to-low compared to control (p ¼ 0.024).

At 96h (Fig. 4C), the responses onpatternwere similar to those at
48 h. However, cell numbers in bin 1 for both the high-to-low
gradient and uniform patterns were significantly different from
control (p ¼ 0.003, p ¼ 0.028, respectively), and the low-to-high
pattern cell numbers continued their trend toward a significant
difference from control (p¼ 0.177). For bin 2, the cell numbers in the
high-to-low, uniform and low-to-high patterns were different from
control at p ¼ 0.002, p ¼ 0.02 and p ¼ 0.041, respectively. Similar
results occurred for bin 3 where cell numbers on high-to-low,
uniform and low-to-high patterns were different from control at
p ¼ 0.064, p ¼ 0.086 and p ¼ 0.192, respectively. The high-to-low
gradient pattern had a greater number of cells in bin 1 compared to
the low-to-high gradient (p¼ 0.049) pattern, but cell numberswere
not different from the uniform (p ¼ 0.28) pattern. There was no
difference in cell numbers between printed patterns in bin 2 or 3.

In bin 4 at 96 h, there were a small number of cells on all
patterns compared to no cells on the unprinted control. However,
there were not sufficient numbers to perform a statistical analysis.
This result was expected since the cells were cultured in a serum-
deprived state and bin 4 was almost 1.5 mm away from the cell
source. It was not clear from this bin analysis if there was a differ-
ence in cell movement behavior on the three different patterns.
Based on the bin analysis alone, all three of the printed patterns
tended to direct cell populations away from the initial cell pop-
ulation source compared to the non-printed control group.

To determine the role of cell proliferation in these experiments,
themitotic events in each of the binswasmanually detected both on
and off of the growth factor patterns over the total 96 h experimental
period. The differences inmitotic events on andoff pattern, as shown
in Fig. 4D, mirrored the differences in cell numbers shown in Fig. 4C.
For bin 1, the mitotic events on the uniform, high-to-low gradient,
and low-to-high gradient patterns were different from the control
pattern at p¼ 0.019, p¼ 0.001, and p¼ 0.152, respectively. The high-
to-lowgradientwas different from low-to-high (p¼ 0.024). For bin 2,
uniform, high-to-low gradient, and low-to-high gradient patterns
were different from control pattern at p ¼ 0.034, p ¼ 0.009, and
p ¼ 0.15, respectively. There were no statistically significant differ-
ences between mitotic events on printed patterns. No cell mitosis
occurred on control patterns in either bin 3 or 4. However, the rela-
tively small number and variability between experiments for the
printed patterns was such that mitosis on printed patterns was not
different from unprinted control patterns. Both the cell division
events as well as the cell number distribution corresponded to the
surface concentration of HB-EGF on the printed patterns. These
observations correspond to our previous results with FGF-2 and
osteosarcoma cells [23] and with HB-EGF (data not shown), where
dose-dependent proliferation in register with the applied surface
concentration of growth factor occurs.

3.4. Automated analysis of cell population movement in response to
printed patterns

The bin analysis could not be used to determine if there was
a difference in the collective motion of the cells on each of the
patterns. Due to the extended time length of the image sequences
and the large number of cells in each image, a computer vision-



Fig. 4. Manual Analysis of cell responses to HB-EGF patterns. Graphs AeC represent a different time point in the experiment with the bins of the different treatments grouped
together. HB-EGF patterns with (A) 0 h, B. 48 h, C. 96 h. Each bar represents mean � SEM of at least three different experiments. (D) Manual mitotic event detection on printed
patterns. Total number of mitotic events which occurred in each bin over a 5 day period. Each bar represents mean � SEM of at least three different experiments.
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based cell tracking method was used to help analyze the individual
cell behaviors of all of the cells on the patterns or in the control field
during the first 3 days of culture.

Automated cell tracking results are depicted for a representative
experiment in Fig. 5A in which the cells and their migration
trajectories over 72 h were plotted in different colors. Also shown
for each pattern is the 90% cell migration front, which is defined by
90% of the total cell population being behind this line. Cells were
also observed to migrate from spot-to-spot of printed HG-EGF as
evidenced by the cell tracks. To visualize the general distribution of
migration directions of the cell populations on patterns, the cell
migration trajectories over 72 h per field were registered such that
all ancestor cells (i.e. mother cells that have no recorded parent)
start from a common origin as shown in Fig. 5B. The trajectory of
each cell was color-coded to indicate the instantaneous migration
direction of the cell at each time point. Green indicates upward
motion, i.e., moving perpendicularly away from the cell starting line
at the bottom of the field, while magenta, orange, and blue indicate
downward, leftward, and rightward motions, respectively. As the
color codes indicate, the cells in all fields exhibited a general trend
to migrate up-pattern as more trajectory segments appeared green,
while the trajectories in the control fields were visibly more
dispersed than those on growth factor patterns as indicated by the
more diversified color distributions.

The relative positions of the cell migration fronts over 72 h in
response to printed patterns and non-printed control are presented
in Fig. 5C. Overall, themigration front advancementswere relatively
small and the resulting cell densities were relatively lowwithin the
control groups. The migration front for printed patterns moved out
similarly, regardless of pattern type. Because C3CH101/2 cells
exhibited a non-cell sheet behavior, cell count changes over time on
patternswere determined (Fig. 5D). Cell population expansion rates
were estimated by dividing the measured cell counts over time by
the initial cell count for each pattern and plotting the results. In
general the cell count changeswere lowon the control patternswith
3 times the initial cell count. In contrast, the cell countswere 7.9, 8.2
and 7.3 times the initial values on the uniform, high-to-lowand low-
to-high gradient patterns, respectively.

To analyze the directional migration response of cells to
a pattern, the distribution of instantaneous cell migration direc-
tions in each of the four bins on each type of pattern over 72 h
was summarized using an angular histogram (rose plot diagram)
shown in Fig. 6. Also shown in each plot is a unit vector indi-
cating the mean migration direction for the corresponding cell
response, as well as two dashed lines that indicate the range of
one circular standard deviation [35,36] on each side of the mean
direction. The distributions of migration directions in all bins on
all printed patterns or unprinted control patterns failed both the
Rayleigh and Hodges-Ajne circular uniformity tests [35,36],
indicating there were preferred migration directions in all bins.
The migration directions in bin 1e3 in the control field are pre-
sented. No data were available in bin 4 on any of the control
patterns since no cells reached bin 4. The directions in bin 1e4
are presented for the 3 printed patterns. From the rose diagrams
it is evident that cell migration directions generally became more
and more concentrated toward 90� in bins 1e3. In bin 4, the
directions became spread-out on the high-to-low gradient, where
the cells were observed to start moving back toward the opposite
direction.

We evaluated differences between maximum cell migration
distances over entire patterns by comparing the distance distri-
butions of single cells for each pattern as well as the distance
distributions of collective cell lineages. As illustrated in Fig. 7 the
single cell maximum up-pattern migration distance, d, is defined as
the maximum unsigned difference between the y-coordinate of the
migration origin and y-coordinates of all points along themigration



Fig. 5. Automated assessment of cell migration trajectories on patterns. (A) C3H101/2 cell migration trajectories after 72 h for a representative experiment. Different colors
represent different cell lineages. The colored dots represent the current cell centroids. The trailing curves represent trajectories of the corresponding cells. The cell trajectories fade
out gradually over time. (B) Migration trajectories on each pattern such that all cells have no recorded parent start from the common origin at the center of the image. The trajectory
of each cell was color-coded to indicate the instantaneous migration direction of the cell at each time point. The interpretation of the color designations are displayed in the color
dial on the bottom-left corner of each image. C and D. Automated assessment of cell migration front position and population expansion rates over time on entire patterns. (C) The
90% cell migration front positions over time. (D) The relative cell population expansion (the ratio between the current cell count and the initial cell count) over time. Individual lines
represent the mean of three separate experiments for each pattern.
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path of a cell. This is represents the maximum vertical distance
(along the direction of the gradient) a cell has traveled during the
course of its migration. For each cell lineage tree [32], the cell
lineage maximum up-pattern migration distance, D, was computed
as defined by the maximum unsigned difference between the
y-coordinate of the migration origin of the ancestor cell and the
y-coordinates of all points along the migration paths of all its’
progeny along their migration paths.

The measured maximum up-pattern migration distances of the
cell populations are summarized in Table 1. Although there was an
overall trend for single cell maximum up-pattern migration
distance (d) to increase in the order of unprinted, uniform, high-to-
low, to low-to-high, only low-to-high patterns resulted in signifi-
cantly different maximum up-pattern migration distances. This
trend continued when up-pattern cell lineage maximummigration
distances (D) were considered. However, D on both gradient
patterns was significantly longer than on the unprinted control.
There were no differences between gradient patterns, regardless of
track type evaluated. And, uniform patterns were not different from
gradient patterns for D.

In addition to migration distance, cell migration velocities on
patternswere determined. Similar to single cellmigrations inTable 2,
therewas anoverall trend for increasing velocity up-pattern, vy, in the
order of unprinted, uniform, high-to-low, to low-to-high. The overall
speed (vx2 þ vy

2)0.5, was not meaningfully different between patterns;
from unprinted, uniform, high-to-low, to low-to-high patterns.

Similar to manual assessments, cell migration responses to
patternswere also divided amongbins (data not shown). The results
indicated nomarked changes in migration speed between patterns.
Cell migration for all patterns appeared to increase between bin
1 and 2, likely representing loss of cell confinement pressure as cells
moved outward from the cell source. Cells in Bin 4 for printed
patterns appeared to decelerate. Thismay reflect a critical threshold
of cell neighbor interactions.



Fig. 6. Rose plot diagrams of instantaneous cell migration directions in four bins on different printed HB-EGF and non-printed control patterns. Bin 1 is closest to the cell source and
Bin 4 farthest away. The black arrow in individual diagrams indicates the mean migration direction. The dashed lines indicate the range of one circular standard deviation on each
side of the mean direction.
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4. Discussion

The work reported here demonstrates that forces responsible
for HB-EGF directed stem cell population migration away from
a cell source in vitro are: 1) immobilized spatial patterns of HB-EGF
providing persistent directional cues for cell migration and cell
proliferation signals; and 2) cell diffusion forces emanating away
from the cell source that are maintained by HB-EGF stimulated cell
proliferation. Importantly, it is cell diffusion maintained by HB-EGF
and not directional migration gradients of HB-EGF that acts as the
principle force directing cell populationmigration. This observation
is in contrast to what has been reported previously for non-stem
cells exposed to liquid-phase or solid-phase gradients of various
signaling molecules over shorter time and length scales. Extensive
evidence exists that demonstrates chemotactic gradients of
a variety of growth factors direct the migration of numerous cell
types in vitro [37e43]. The ability to control stem cell migration is of
particular interest in tissue engineering where one goal is to deliver
growth factors in scaffolds to direct endogenous stem cell move-
ment into the wound site to restore the structure and function of
damaged tissues [44]. However, liquid-phase growth factor
delivery options for in vivo applications have been limited by issues
related to controlling persistence and dosage. Creating immobilized
growth factor patterns addresses some of the limitations of liquid-
phase delivery [45]. Since immobilized growth factors are not
continually cleared from the wound site, lower doses of growth



Fig. 7. Definitions of the single cell maximum up-pattern migration distance and the
cell lineage maximum up-pattern migration distance. Single cell maximum up-pattern
migration distance for cell 1 and cell 2 are represented by d1 and d2, respectively.
D1 represents the cell lineage maximum up-pattern migration distance for cell 1 and
its progeny.

Table 2
Statistics of C3H10T1/2 migration velocities on different HB-EGF patterns.

Distance
type
(mm/hr)

Control Uniform High-low Low-high

Vx 0.126 � 0.061a 0.604 � 0.044b �0.737 � 0.032c 0.053 � 0.034d

VY 5.732 � 0.058a 7.095 � 0.051b 7.357 � 0.036c 8.303 � 0.037d

Speed 20.818 � 0.047a 21.516 � 0.039ab 21.639 � 0.027b 20.948 � 0.030ab

Values reported are mean � SEM. N were 93,000 observations per group. Within
a distance type, values with differing superscript letters are significantly different
p < 0.05 (ANOVA with Tukey’s posthoc).
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factor can be used. And, unlike liquid-phase gradients that are
transient, immobilized gradients retain their shape over time,
which can provide a constant driving force to direct cellular
ingrowth. While gradients of both liquid-phase and immobilized
growth factors have been shown to occur in nature [18,19], little
work has been performed to determine how cells respond to
immobilized growth factor patterns. Our bioprinting methodology
provides one approach to investigate how cells respond to immo-
bilized growth factor patterns.

The focus of this study was to investigate C3H10T1/2 mesen-
chymal stem cell population migration away from a cell source in
response to a variety of immobilized spatial patterns of HB-EGF.
Using bin analysis to quantify cell distributions on patterns over
time, a clear overall difference in cell distributions occurred
between the printed HB-EGF patterns and the unprinted control
field with no growth factor. For all printed patterns, cells were
Table 1
Maximum up-pattern (away from cell source) migration tracked distance on
different HB-EGF patterns.

Track
Type (mm)

Unprinted
Control

Uniform
Pattern

Hi-Lo
Gradient

Lo-Hi
Gradient

Single Cell
Maximum (d)

206 � 15a 217 � 10a 234 � 8ab 254 � 10b

(N) 272 489 910 730
Cell Lineage

Maximum (D)
251 � 19a 327 � 22ab 387 � 18b 385 � 20b

(N) 205 259 443 395

Values reported are mean � SEM. N is number of observations per group. Within
a distance type, values with differing superscript letters are significantly different
p < 0.05 (ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc).
observed to be in the bins further away from the cell source (bins
3 and 4) than in the control field, and cell numbers in bins 3 and 4
were similar at the end of each experiment (Fig. 4C). However, our
expectation at the start of this study was that a low-to-high
gradient would significantly enhance cell migration in comparison
with the other patterns. This hypothesis was motivated by tradi-
tional chemotaxis experimentation where Boyden chamber assays
were used to demonstrate that low-to-high liquid-phase gradients
of HB-EGF and other growth factors enhance migration of human
and rabbit bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells [40].
However, our experimental outcomes were dramatically different
from these chemotaxis experiments. Therefore, more in-depth
analysis was required to explain our experimental results.

Cell populations are thought to invade a wound site from
surrounding viable tissues as a result of a combination of directed
cell migration and cell spreading due to proliferation, which lead to
complex cell population group dynamics resulting in cell front
movement away from the more crowded (physically constrained)
expanding cell populations. Furthermore the timescale for these
events is on the order of days. Such behavior has been previously
described in wound healing in vitro assays where a mock wound is
scraped in a confluent cell monolayer and the resulting closure is
dependent on “cell diffusion,” which encompasses cell migration
and/or proliferation induced by near neighbor effects [7,10,46]. Our
non-wounding approach reported here to create a spatially-defined
cell source produced results similar to cell population outgrowths/
migration observed in the scratch wounding technique, regardless
of the pattern that was printed [5].

Therefore, cell behavior on patterns cannot be addressed simply
by observing the cell number in each of the bins over time since cell
movement can be influenced by the combination of complex inter-
actions between spatially-directed growth factor cues and cell
diffusion. One method to separate out the relative contribution of
these mechanisms is to inhibit cell proliferation by treatment with
mitomycin C (MMC) [47]. We performed experiments with MMC to
determine if blocking proliferation would clarify the cellular
response to the patterns (data not shown). While the cells still
responded to the patterns, theMMC treatment resulted in significant
cell death after 48 h in culture. Consequently, the experiments could
not be conducted for 5 days, and a direct comparison between the
untreated and MMC-treated cells could not be performed. Prior
studies using a wound migration assay approach used MMC to
confirm that cell proliferation was not involved in cell population
closure of wounds under their experimental conditions [5,6]. These
studies were conducted typically for less than 24 h. We similarly
found that MMC does not affect cell population outgrowths at these
early time points (data not shown), but cell proliferation must be
considered for physiologically relevant longer time scales.

Since MMC treatment could not be used to remove proliferation
bias, we decided to use a combination of automated computer
vision-based cell tracking and manual mitosis detection to further
quantify the cellular responses to the patterns. Each and every cell
on the printed patterns and the control field were tracked to
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determine the average velocity vector of all of the cells on the
pattern. These results, which are shown in Fig. 5B, demonstrated
that the average vector on the low-to-high gradient was both larger
and closer to 90� than the other patterns. Although the cells on all
of the patterns had a tendency to align along the rows of the
printed drops (as indicated using SEM e data not shown), the cell
motion on the low-to-high gradient was directed toward the
opposite end of the pattern more so than on the other patterns or
control field. This result suggests that the cells on the low-to-high
gradient were experiencing directed migration. The cells on the
high-to-low gradient and uniform patterns, however, may be
forced toward the ends of these patterns because of increased cell
diffusion due to increased proliferation rates at the cell source as
a result of higher surface concentrations of HB-EGF on patterns
nearer the cell source. This conclusion is further supported by the
results of the mitosis detection (Fig. 5D) which showed a higher
number of mitotic events occurring at the origin of the high-to-low
gradients and uniform patterns than on the low-to-high gradients.

These results suggest that stem cell population migration away
from a cell source represents an interaction between: i. cell diffusion
due to a loss of neighbor-to-neighbor physical constraints and cell
proliferation associated with a loss of contact inhibition; ii. spatially
controlled, proliferative growth factor cues; and, iii. spatially-
directed growth factor migrational cues. The question remains as to
the relative contribution of each of these forces. Focusing on the 96 h
timepoint, if the average cell andmitosis numbers are independently
summed for each bin across all patterns and then converted to
percent mitosis events per total number of cells per bin, the results
are83%, 53%and26% for bin1, 2 and3, respectively. This suggests that
cell proliferation is the primarydriving force for cells in bin 1 and that
proliferation may play less of a role away from the cell source. The
cells in bins 1 and 2 on the non-printed HB-EGF control indicate an
underlying cell diffusion effect since no exogenous growth factor is
added beyondwhat is already in the serum component of themedia.
The difference between printed patterns and controls in bin 1 is
principally due to induction of cell proliferation by printed HB-EGF.
As cell populations move out beyond bin 1, directed cell migration
may actually play a more critical role.

The different conclusions between the aforementioned chemo-
taxis studies and our solid-phase patterning approach can now be
explained in terms of differences in experimental design and
implementation, including: pattern stability over time; length and
time scales; growth factor delivery mechanism; pattern resolution;
and, controls used. Diffusion gradients created using a finite source,
such aswith the Boyden chamber approach, are transient and do not
persist over time. It was demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3, as well as in
previous studies [23,24,26], that the printed growth factor patterns
persist over time, with an estimated total desorption of HB-EGF from
patterns for the overall 4 days of cell culture at a rate of w3%
desorption/day for a total of w12% desorption over the entire cell
culture period. Consequently, the cells were sensing persistent
growth factor surface concentrations of the printed patterns
throughout the duration of the experiment. To address the stability
issues of liquid-phase diffusion gradients in the Boyden chamber
experiments, microfluidic systems have been developed which can
create stable liquid-phase gradients [48,49]. These systemshavebeen
used primarily to investigate how non-tissue-forming cells respond
to concentration gradients of chemokines and interleukins [48,50].
Recent studies have demonstrated the use of such microfluidic
systems to investigate directed chemotaxis of endothelial cells using
vascular endothelial growth factor and/or fibroblast growth factor-2
[4,49], but the focus of these experiments were primarily individual
cell behavior within a gradient field and not cell populations moving
out from a physically constrained cell population source. Several
approaches, including microfluidics, have been utililized to create
immobilized gradient patterns to study cell migration [51e54] and
neural axonal outgrowth [55,56]. However, to our knowledge no one
has evaluated directed collective migration of stem cells populations
on immobilized growth factor gradient patterns.

Our approach also differs in the manner of growth factor immo-
bilization. In particular, our approach uses natural binding affinity
between HB-EGF and fibrin, whereas other approaches require
artificial chemical cross-linking strategies [51e53]. One fairly
comparable approach was that of Stefonek and Masters [51] who
used photoimmobilization to create gradients of EGF on polystyrene
plates to study keratinocyte migration. Similar to our approach, they
created a cell source andmeasureddirected cellmigration along low-
to-high gradients over similar timeand length scales.However, along
with the difference in cell types, these experiments were performed
in complete serum-free conditions, and uniform and counter-direc-
tional gradient patterns were not examined.

A small number of experimental variables were tested in the
current study. Perhaps more dramatic differences between the
patterns would be observed if additional pattern variables, growth
factor types, combinations of growth factors, or cell types were
used. We did conduct preliminary studies with steeper gradient
designs; however cell responses (data not shown) showed quali-
tatively similar results. Other cell types to consider are neutrophils
and macrophages, which are the first invaders into a wound site
that clean-up the wounded area, followed by invasion of fibroblasts
and endothelial cells [57]. Therefore, instead of using growth factor
patterns which target tissue-forming cells, tissue engineers might
also consider using immobilized patterns of growth factors tar-
geted to direct macrophages into the wound site, which in turn
would direct the endothelial cells and the tissue-forming cells.
Thus, a systematic study of additional pattern variables, growth
factors, and cell types may be a topic for future studies.

The in vitro results presented here and the in vivo results reported
previously by us [26], Schmoekel et al. [58,59], and Ehrbar et al.
[58,59] demonstrate the effectiveness of immobilized growth factors
to influence cell behaviors. And, as opposed to liquid-phase delivery,
the solid-phase approach provides spatially and temporally fixed
sources of growth factors [22] presented in extremely low dosages.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the migration of “non-sheet”
forming tissue-based stem cells is governed by complex interac-
tions between multiple forces and not by single cell directional
growth factor cues alone. Dynamic interactions between cell pop-
ulation diffusion, proliferation and directed migration produce net
movement of a stem cell population away from their source. This
new knowledge has potential impact for design of next-generation
tissue engineered scaffolds that will incorporate spatial patterning
of growth factors. Based on the results presented here, a low-to-
high concentration gradient of solid-phase HB-EGF may direct the
migration of endogenous mesenchymal stem cells into a delivery
scaffold. However, these results also suggest that persistent, simple
uniform growth factor patterns may be just as effective in directing
cell migration as more complex concentration gradient patterns.
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Figure with essential color discrimination. Fig. 1 in this article is
difficult to interpret in black and white. The full color images can be
found in the on-line version, at doi:10.1016/j.biomaterials.2010.12.005.
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